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Tag suggestions (auto-tagging)
Lytho now has the ability to suggest possible relevant tags for a selected asset. Based on Artificial
Intelligence the system shows tags that are linked to similar assets that are already in your DAM.
Therefore the suggestions will follow your specific tag-structure.
Tag suggestions based on generic information in an Asset (like 'car' or 'tree') will be added soon as well.

PPI setting for PNG output
Generating PNG output is often used for social posts or other online purposes. The PPI value can now
be set so the output will suit your purpose. The PPI value can be set in the template output settings.

Generate default output when refreshing a preview
Creating a publication often involves refreshing the preview frequently. From now on, the default output
file will be generated when refreshing the preview. Because of this, you don't need to generate the
publication once again when the preview finally meets all your needs.

Visibility for white text in the rich-text editor
The rich-text editor now has the option to change to dark mode. With this, white text will be visible and
easily editable in the rich-text editor.

Change the order of the user groups in the settings
To create a better overview, there is now an option to change the order of the user groups

Improved recognisability of making a duplicate publication
The flow for creating a duplicate publication has been changed. A 'snack bar' will appear in the top right
corner when the duplicate publication is ready. With the 'view' option you can navigate to the just
created copy.

Ability to use 'ctrl + a' to select rules when creating/editing a role
Adding a role involves checking boxes of the specific 'rules' assigned to the users of that role. Per tab, the
list can reach up to 10 checkboxes. To make checking all of the boxes on a tab a bit easier, we now
support the ctrl + a shortcut.
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